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Powering S~IEs

-Fencing solutions: how 1o make money in treated timber business
Rogue dealers
engaged in illegal
tree cutting make
trade difficult
for honest
entrepreneurs
BY GEORGE ODIWUOR

odfrey Ali is the director of Alogo Enterprises, a timber treatment plant, a business that
sells fencing and utility poles.
The enterprise, located in
Ngegu along the Homa Bay-Kendu
Bay Road, also grows tree seedlings
which are sold to farmers at subsidised prices, trees that are then harvested on maturity and sold as poles.
"We also sell firewood, flowers and
bamboo seedlings, our core business
being to encourage use of quality
poles while preserving the environment," Ali says.
A couple of shortcomings in the
timber-selling business is what motivated Ali to invest in it,hoping to succeed by capitalising on quality products.One of the shortcoming was that
unscrupulous business people were
duping their customers into buying
untreated poles, which also came
cheap, malting them more attractive
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to buyers, but in the long-term, were
expensive and also bad for the environment because they eh.ded up replacing the worn out poles.
"When fences stand the test of time
and stay upright for years without
getting damaged, it is a Win for environmental conservation," the businessman points out.
1
He sells between 2,obo to 3,000
treated fencing posts evety month. A
single pole costs between Sh450 and
Sh650 depending on ~ diameter.
They also supply utility poles to Kenya Power for rural electrification and
last mile connectivity in hu-al areas over the last three years,the firm has

The business
has employed
251ocal
youths.
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Nairobi in 2007 at a small scale. I later relocated to Homa Bay County
where most investors are yet to tap
into the available resources,mine is a
large scale production now," says the
businessman.
The trees., sourced from South
Nyanza and parts of the Rift Valley,
are first laid on the ground to dry.
This takes at least two weeks, thanks
to the high temperatures in the area,in other areas,including the highlands, the drying process may take
longer due to high humidity. Afterwards, the barks are removed from
the trees and then taken to a pressurised chamber where chemical
treatment takes place. This is done
in a 15-meter long pressure cylinder
I
in which 45 poles used for electricisupplied at least 5,ooo utility poles to ty transmission or 600 poles used for
the electricity supply company
fencing can be treated at once. This
The businessman has employed takes three hours.
25 local youths who benefit direct"The quality of the poles may be afly frdm the sale of wood products, fected if they are kept in the pressure
and currently relies on 25 tree farm- cylinder for too long, and if removed
-ers from Kisii, Migori, Homa Bay and too quickly, the quality may also be
·Nyamira counties, who supply him affected, we have to be careful to get
with the raw product.
it right because our products have
Ali says that to get where he is busi- warranty,"he says.
The main challenges in the businesswise, he has invest ed around
Sh25 million in the business, most ness is getting raw materials, in this
of which went into buying the ma- · case trees, which are in short supchines required to do the job, and the ply because of legislations put in
four-acre piece ofland in which his place to protect the environment. To
work optimally, the plant needs up to
yard stands.
"I began selling fencing poles in three acres of trees per month, but

they have never achieved tllis.
Transporting the wood to the m arket is also difficult, with Ali explaining that the process of getting permits is difficult. The business is also capital intensive, besides, it has
also been infiltrated by rogue dealers who sell wood that is illegally cut
down, making it difficult for entrepreneurs doing business the right
way.
He is also sometimes forced to use
unskilled labour, which is time-consuming because he has to train and
teach them how to use the various
machines.
georgeodiwuor04@gmail.com

When fonces stand the
test of time and stay
upright for years without
getting damaged, it is a
win for environmental
conservation. Al i
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